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We give another proof af Lloyd’s theorem u&q; homogeneous distance enumerators, and 
show that the same techniques will grve similar theorems for more general types of codes. The 
theorem has been proved earlier by Delsarte and Lenstra. We thought it interesting that the 
RSU& can be derived from some elementary polynomial manipulatiolx. The methods an3 
results herein should be considered as belonging to combinatorial coding theory, since it is not 
newssary to use the finit field approach to get them. 
1. Codes in T(n, q) 
Let n, 9 bc integers, n 2 1, 4 32. Let X be a finite set of size 4, Y = Xn (n 
times Cartesian product). Let 11’ = {I, 2, . . . , n}, so that Y = XN (functions from N 
to X), by the usual identification. We define the (Hamming) distance between two 
elements u, v E Y to be the number of coordinates in which they differ, I( i E 
N: u(i) # u(i)}\, denoted by d(u, uj. Then this function makes the set Y into a 
metric space r(n, 4). We can therefore define the k-ball Sk(u) for v E Y to be the 
set of w E ‘li’ with d( o, w j < k. 
A code in r(n, 4) is a subset CE Y; a codeword is an element of C. We will say 
that a code is e-error-correcting if the e-balls Se(u) for ZI E C are disjoint, or 
(equivalentily) the minimum distance between codewords is at least 2e + 1. 
A perfect e-error-correcting code is an e-error-correcting code C such that the 
e-balls (which must be disjoint) around codewords form a partition of Y, i.e., for 
every u 6 Y, there is a unique codeword t, for which d(u, v) ,i e. This clearly 
implies that q” = IC( I$(~jl, where ISe(v)l is the size of an e-ball. 
Lemma 1.1. For my v E Y, the number of elements of V of distuce k from v is 
w4 - uk. 
OO~. The distance is k, sc9 we need to choose k cd 
erences are to occur, ad i 
different coctrdina te. 
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Wre. defini Aut r(n, q) to be the set of permutations of Y that preserve distance 
(i.e., the- isometrics), so 9p E Sym (Y) is an automorphism of P(n, 4) ‘if and only if 
fat all jc, y E Y, d(x(9, yc) = d(x, y). 
‘Ikre are some obv.!ous distance-preserving permutations: let D = Sym (X)n, 
acting on the syxnbol~~ in ,~&& .&knn (coordinate position) indepcl:rdently, and 
P = Sym (IV), permuting the columns of each element of Y, We call D the set of 
diagonal automorphisrns, P the set of permut&tion automorphisms, of I”(& 9). It is 
obvious that Aut F(n, q), D, ‘and P are all groups. 
We de&be. the M$ion of B and f dibre f&qm@i: for n ci Y, TE P, 
( g19 :. + , c,J E 0, and i E N, we have (x7)(i) = x(V’) and [~(a,, . . . , u,,)](i) = 
X(i)c+ We will now show that P normalizes D: let x E Y, ?E P3 (q, . . . , q,)~ D, 
i&V. Then 
b(d% l l l 7 u$+)]( i) = (x7((rl, . . . , crn))( i7) 
= x Cl* II ( l l ’ 3 a,Jl(O, 
so we have T(CQ, . . . , a,)~- = (cQ~, . . . . o-~,) E D. Therefore, P normalizes D, so 
G = DP is a group, called the monomial group of F(n, q), or the group of 
monomial automorphisnx of F(n, q). 
Hint. When X = GF(q), and if we also require an automorGhism to be a linear 
transformation, then we see immediately that 9 is the set of diagonal matrices, 
and P is the set of permutation matrices, so G is the set of monomial matrices. 
TheI, it is easy to show that Aut f(n, q) = G, since each coordinate vector must go 
to a vector with just one nonzero coordinate, so the matrix must br= monomill. 
oaf. Let p E llut P(n, 4). Then p E G if and onl*j ;If pw E G, for some ar E 6. We 
may therefore multiply p by elements of G without affecting its membership in G. 
choose various elements  in G such that pn has nicer properties than p 
p by p?r; at each staae ,OE S if and only if pn~ G, so 
= i y, we will ble done. 
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tit XE X, and wrr~ j? for i E IV, y E X, for the element having a,i x in each 
coordinate positit prd except the i th, and having a y in the ith coordin ate posi iion. 
Since each 2’ has all positions equal to x, we will just write 2 without the 
superscript. Then as i ranges over N and y over X, the vectors j? fo - y# x range 
over the. vectors of Y of distance one from 2. 
Suppose (2)~ = z = (zl,. . . , 2,) (this defines z t Y). There exist 1 bermutations 
0, ~Sym (X) with (Zi)Ui = x (or equivalently (Z(i))oi = x), for all i E IV, >o that 
Q46 l ’ ’ 9 o,)=Z. Since v=(c+..., a,)~ G, we may replace Q by pn, so we 
may asqume p fixes E. 
NOW (y”)p has distance one from (Q, so it is 9 for some z E I’<: j E N, with 
zf X. There is such a j determined by each i E N (y is fixed fcr now). The 
correspondence i -+ j must be a permutation, since it Z i, implies j?] and 9’2 have 
distance one from 2 and two from each otner, so the images (yl)p = ii’1 and 
(jWP = 6’2 have distance two from each other, and hence j1 # j2 (we neither know 
nor care whether u = 0 or not). There is therefore a permutation 7 E P with 
W)P := Zf for suitable elements Zi E X different from X, i E IV. In partcub, we see 
that (j?)p-’ = Ei for ie IV. Since TE G, we replace p by pr-l, so that we may 
assume that j?p = Zi for i c IV, for suitable elements Zi E X distinct from x. 
NOW if y1 Z y, we have j?, y’\, and 1 have all pair-wise distances equal to one, so 
(9%) = 6,’ for some x E X, j E N and this element of Y must have distance one 
from (y”)p = 2:. In particular, j = i and w # zi. Thus y”p = Z,(y)’ (i.e., y is n3 longer 
fixed, and we regard Zi as a function of y) for i E IV, y E X, and :he function taking 
y to Zi(y) is a permutation of x, which we shall denote by Ui, for i e IV. -FVe have 
j+(Ol, . . . , t&J’ = yi for all y E X, i E IV, so we replace p by ~(a~, . . . , qJ1 and 
therefore, we may now assume that p E Aut r(n, 4) fixes every element of the 
l-ball S,(Z). 
We prove that an automorphism p of T(n, 4) that fixes every vector in some 
l-ball S,(x’) necessarily fixes all of Y. This can be proven withctit the assumption 
that the center of the l-ball has all coordinates equal, but we shall not need this 
fact. 
We prove, by induction on k, that p fixes every element of Sk_ 1(X’) for k 3 0. 
The case k = 0 is exactly the hypothesis, so we take k 3 3.. Now let u = 
( u1, . . . ) u,) E Y have distance k + 13 2 from 2, and choose if j I-Jith Ui Z x and 
Uj# x. Since we shall only need to consider these coordinate positions, we write 
u=(... Ui.. . Uj” l ). The omitted entries will always represent whatever entries 
u has in the coordinates other than i, j. 
By our induction hypothesis, p fixes ul = ( - - . 3: - - * Uj - - * ) and ~2 = 
(. . . q . . . x . . .), each having distance one from v, SQ (v)p has distlnce one from 
u1 and from v2. If w = (u)p differs from v III coordinate position k # i, then w 
differs from u1 also in coordinate position k, so it must have ‘th coordinate x (w 
can differ from q in only one coordinate). If w has ith coordinate X, then it differs 
from u in the ith coordinate. and, if w differs from v in coordinate 
position Ef j, then w iffers from v2 also in coor osition (i, so it rn 
e are trying to prove 
% each vector II .irll the (k + %)-bail around $. We 
ele*&t of Y, so p = I, an4 the proof of the 
1 -1! heorem j is c~n;lpi ete. 
‘we W# use several enumerators for codes in r(n, q), i.e., polynomials whose 
We@Cients COW certah qnd&g~~a@~q$,~, ;d)n -ocq~iw,. 4&e. summations will be 
%W%e~ in @>e- ~OVE,~ (con@tidn)T.&mtii@b Or c (indi~s 1 cond&ms) summa& 
when the range of thl= summatiop .be~~ss complicated. 
~ Jammm.3‘1 (Ma~walialns[3])* pu,we Y ad d(u,w)=& then 
c (UE y)xdh,~)y&.~~= (I+ (q - l)xy)n-i(X + y + (q - 2)xy)'. 
Proof. We consider the vectors we can get by modifjing the fixed vector w. The 
n - i positions where w matches t,may be changed to anything differing from t) 
in: (“7’) ways to choose which columns to change, Fkyd (q - 1) ways to change in 
each cojtumn. Each such change adds one to the distance to o and to w. A column 
where .w differs from 0 may be changed to a different value not matching t), or it 
may: be c&k&d to @+t& u,, There ale q - 2 choices for a different value not . . 
matihing u&rid each such ckmge increases the distance to w by one, but does not 
increase the distance to I). There is only one choice for a value matching t), and it 
increases the distance to IV, but decieasss the distance to II. There are i columns 
where w does not match o, since d(o, w) = i. If we choose i - k of these columns 
to change to different non-matching values, and I (out of a possible k) non- 
matching columns to change to match u, we have, for our enumerator, 
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Then 
n 
c s,xk = (1 + (q - 1)x)“. k=O 
(This result is equivalent to Lemma 1 A). 
prod. In order to compute the size sk of a k-sphere fthe surface of a k-ball), we 
ignore the distances from w by taking y = 1 in the lemma. Then the elements 
u E Y with d(u, U) == k are counted by the coefficient of xk i-1 
(1+(4-1)x= lJn-Q+l-+j- 2)X l l)i=<l+(~-l)X)“. 
Dehitbn 3.3. For any code CG r(n, q), and any element w E r(n, 4) (not 
necessarily in C), we define the (homogenized) distance enlJPnerutor f om w to C 
23s 
A,&, y) = c (u E C)X~-~(“,~)~~(~*~). 
This is a homogeneous polynomial. We will usually omit the subscripts w, C, sit-ice 
they will be clear. 
Remark 3.4. It follows immediately from Lemma 3.1 that 
C( u E Y, v E c)xd(u*v)yd(rw) = A,,& + (4 - lby, x + y + (q - 2)xy). 
This fact is the basis for our entire investigation. 
We remark for the next definition that the equations x = t+ (4 - l)u, y L= t -- u, 
are equivalent tcl the equations x + (g - 1)y = qt, x - y = 4~. 
D&Man 3.5. We define a polynomial B,,c(& u) by B,,&, tit) = 
A,& + (4 - 1)~ t - u), another homogeneous polynomial, so that A,,&, y) = 
q-“Bw,& +(q - l)y, x - y). We now take w E Y, CC Y to be fixetl until further 
notice. We will therefore omit the subscripts on the polynomials A and B. 
Definition 3& Write (;5) = 1, (G) = X(X - i) l . l (x - m + 1)/m! for m 3 1. Ther. 




acwilliams [3]>. For 0 S j S IZ, we halve 
I&M Ohio, (MacWilliams [3], Corollary 1.3) * 
C.(ii E Y; t? e ‘C’l d(u, 0) = k)xdfyw) 
ig tl ie ~~&Menti& $ iir *A(&+ (q - l)xy$x +t y+ (q - 2)q), since this Ititter polyno- 
mia i is clearly symmetric in x and y. We want to rewrite this as B(r, sz = 
A(~~+(~-l)s,r-s~,sowetakeqr=(l+(q-l)x)(l+(q-l)y~,qs=(l-x)(l--y). 
1 ‘hen the coefficient of yk in R( t, 8) is 
f” 2 B,(l+(q-1)x)“-j(l-xy 
I=0 
[co&f. ofy” in (l+(q-~)),)“-‘(l--y)‘] 
as requirkxl 
= q-” g B,(l + (4 - 1)x)“-j(l - x)ip,(j), 
j-0 
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sBe#mq 3.u. write a,(%, q= k+) &c(x), tlhe Lloyd polynomial of degree e. 
Corolltug 3.U. For Q code C ; T(n, qj, 
i (. 
C (24 E Y, v E C 1 d(u, a)< e)xd’(ww) 
= 4-” i S,C?Jj)(l + ((I - l)x)“+(l - x)j. 
j=O 
fAa--- 4.1. lf 5: is a perjkct e-error-conxting code, then 
c (24 E Y, 0 E c 1 d(u, u) G e)f-*“) = (1 + (q - 1)x)“. 
proof, The sum on the left is c (u E Y)x~(~*~), by definition of a perfect code. 
Then Lemma 3.1 with v arbitrary and y = 1 gives the polynomial we want. 
w 4.2. rf C is a perfect e-error-comcting co&, then 
q”(X + (4 - 1)~)” = f BjQ&)(X + (4 - 1)~)“~‘(x - Y)‘. 
j-0 
tif. Use Corollary 3.12 and Lemmas 4.1, replacing x by y/x and multiplying by 
CoroR8ry 4.3. lf C is Q perfect 
1 s j s n and &Q,(O) = q”. 
e-error-correcting code, then BjQe(j) = 0 for 
Rd. We use the substitution of Definition 3.5, so that 
n 
q”t” ==. c 
i-a 
Then t and u are 
coefficients. 
B@Jj)t”-44’. 
linearly independent when x and y are, so we can compare 
Ranwk 4.4. &(o) = (a(q - l)k, the number of elements u E Y with d(u, v) = k 
(for any fixed v E Y). Then 
so BO = [Cl by the remsrk before Lemma 1.1. 
The followkg theorem ;s the main result of this paper. It was first proved by 
Delsarte (see Lens&a [2] for one proof), although special cases had been settled 
t &$wJi) = 4”hcj 
i-p 
for il< k .S e; uniquely determines the nonzero B’s. Then 
f B.,P&,) = qnAk 
i=o 
for e c k G n determines the rest of ‘the A’s, We assume that the n’s are known, 
since they do not depend on the code (only on n, q, e). 
These methods can be applied whenever a code it; described by certain 
conditions requiring some kind of uniftxmity iti thz distribution of distances. In 
particular, the nearly perfect binary cddes c~f [l] can be shown to satisfy the 
f~~~ow~~~~ defimtim (see [I, hnma 3.1, p. Wj). 
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5.1. An e-error-correcting code C in r( n, 4) is said to be unifomt if 
the’ follow‘mg two conditions hold: (1) there is an integer s a 0 such that for every 
u E Y with &, C) = e, there are exactly s codewords u E C with d(u, u) = e + 1, 
(2) t%~r&s a positive integer t such that for every u E Y with d(u, C) > e, there are 
ex~#y I codewords u E C with d(u, u) = e + 1. The codewords u occurring in 
conditions (I), (2) are called the codewords neat u (this is just for convenience in 
some later proofs). 
Note. There is no rssumption in condition (2) that such elements v exist. We shall 
therefore consider a perfect e-error-correcting code to Fatisfy condition (2,) for 
any positive integer r. 
$)efnition 5.2. A uniform e-error-correcting code is said to be special if 4 = 2 or 
4 * 3 and for any 1; E Y, d(u, C) 3 e and any pair u# u’ of cc’ewords near TV, 
d(u, u’)B2e+2. 
Lemma 5.3. For any uniform code C, ts n(a- l)i(e+ l), and s s 
(n - e)(q- l)/(e + 1). For a special uniform code C, we have r s n/(e + I), s s 
(n - e)l(e + 1). 
Proof.’ Let 0 65 ‘8, w E C with d(u, w) = e. (Notice that this implies d(u, C) = e, so 
that we are in the situation of Condition (1)). Let u be a codeword near IA Since 
U, w are distinct codewords, d (u, w) 3 2e + 1, so that u and w must differ in at 
least 2e + 1 coordinates. Therefore, the (e + 1) coordinates where u and I.I differ, 
and the e coordinates where w and II differ must be disjoint. 
If C is uniform, there are n - e coordinates available for positions where u does 
not match u, hence (n - e)(q - 1) possible values of coordinate u not matching U. 
Each codeword u near II requires (e+ I) of these, so (n - e)(q - l$a s<e+ l), 
s 6 (n - e)(q - l)!(e + l), as required. 
If C is special, we claim that the codewords u near 11 must determine disjoint 
(e + I)-sets of ccordinates not matching V. Let u and U’ be different codewords 
near u, and suppose there are f positions of overlap between the coordinates 
where u and t) don’t match and :he coordinates where u’ and u don’t match. Then 
the total number of coordinates available for u to differ from u’ is (e + 1) + 
(e + l)- f for 4 3 3, and (e + 1) + (e + l)- 2f for 4 = 2 (since for 4 = 2, two ele- 
ments, both differing from a third, must be equal). 
This gives 2e+2-fad(u, u’)a2e+2 for 423 and 2et-2-2fad(u, u’)a 
2e + 1 for 4 = 2. We immediately derive f = 0 in both cases. Now the number of 
coordinates available for such (e+ 1)-sets is n -e, and the number of such 
(e + 1)-sets is s, so n - e 2 s(e + I) and hence (n - e)/(e + I) 2 s, as required. 
For the numbers r, we have all n coordinates availablc. l’he rest k nearly the 
same as for s. 
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Raaurlr 5.8. We can rewrite the statement of the lemma so: 
n t= 4 ) e (q- lN(n-e)(q- lV(e+ 1)-s), 
SO I = 0 if and only if s = (n -1 e)(q - l)/(e + l), and this latter equality holds if and 
only if (e + 1) divides (n - e)l:q - 1) and s = [(n - e)(q - l)/(e + l)]. 
Corollary 5.9. A nearly pdect code is perfect if and only if (e + 1) divides 
(n + If(s - 1). A perfect co& is nearly perfect (see the note after Definition 5.1). 
co~llarg 5.10. (Sphere-packing). 
4” = 
ICl( l+n(q- l)+* l l + 
( > 
etl (9-W 
+ r--s n (q-l)‘+1 0 r e ;(,:J(9-1)“). 
Prsot. Clearly q” =ICl(l+n(q-l)+=.e + (:)(9 - 1)‘) + Z, and we use the lemma 
to get 2. 
Delidtion 5.11. The Lloyd polynomial for a uniform e-error correcting code is 
Q:(x) = QJx) + 
1 
P,(x) -t-; Pe+l(X). 
coro&uy 5.12. 
(l++lW=~( u E Y, v E C 1 d(u, v)~ e - l)xd(uPw) 
+ c (u E Y, VE C 1 d(u, v) = e)xd(u*w’ 
+~(~~Y,v~Cld(u,v)=etl)~~(~~“’ 1 . 
0 r 
Remark 5.13. NOW 9”t” = ~~_~~ BjQ:(j)r” -’ ui as before, so B,QL(j? = 0 for 1 =S j 6 
n, B,Q:(O) = q” and (jook at 0 rollarq 5.10) B,, = ICI. Hertz Qd( X) has degree 
e+l. 
There are e + 2 translates C,, C1, . . . , C, , of C by automorphisms of I’(n, q), 
with b(w, Cj) =I i for OG~QE -I- 1, so Qi,x) has e+ 1 integral zeroes in 
(1 2 7 9***9 n}. The proof goes as before, except hat Ai is more complicated: it 
is still l&j for 0 S i, i s e. The remaining values are A,+,(C,) = s, A,(C,,,) = 0, and 
&+Kz+1) = I: The matrix M is only triangular this time, but it is still nonsingular 
over Q. 
: . 
